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ABSTRACT

The intention with this imaginary storm in the form of 
a decorative lamp ‘Harmonious Storm’ is meant to hang 
from the ceiling, sculptural and often glowing with arti-
ficial light. Meanwhile it enhances the attractive value in 
the specific public space. It is well know that storm has 
energy and influences people’s life, therefore whirlpool 
as a main inspiration for the expression of ‘Harmonious 
Storm’. The relation between importance of aesthet-
ics and interior public environment is discussed in this 
thesis, with a purpose of achieving emotional and social 
needs that are excitement and happiness. 

This project aims to explore the potential of textile to 
create three-dimensional form by using two-dimensional 
patterns and to find the design features that would imple-
ment attractive qualities in an interior public space, (such 
as hotel lobbies, libraries, restaurants, galleries etc.). The 
cutting technology on the non-woven printed fabrics 
as a communicative approach infuses new energy into 
people’s life, thus determining how space affects their 
overall behaviour. On the other hand, light and shadow 
stand for a decorative and dynamic media to enhance 
an aesthetic aspect. The prototype presents the visual 
expression. Textile is developed as interior products for 
the public space.

The design method that has been used in this project is 
experimental and practical (including literature search-
ing, interviewing, defining variables, visual metaphors, 
combining available variables, applying the best variable 
in prototype, investigating viewer behaviour and test-
ing their requirements which enable me to modify the 
prototype).

One of design ideas was that presenting the beauty of 
powerful water in our daily life. Nature gives us unlim-
ited power. On the other hand, how frail human beings 
are when confronted with nature. The sources of all life 
are air, earth, fire and water. Water stands for susceptibil-
ity, sensitivity and impassiveness. It has a dynamic view. 
The element of water can both symbolise calmness and 
peace and the reverse, turbulence and surge. Whirlpool 
as the representation of turbulence brings the motion 

tendency, which leads to the dynamic feeling. Dynamic 
view is needed in this project, which tends to excite. 
When a dynamic feeling exists in public space that not 
only bring activity but also bring fresh. Simultaneously, 
public space is an environment for people to commu-
nicate in both physical and spiritual way. Harmonious 
surroundings are also required when people chat and 
consider something. How can this kind of atmosphere be 
met by using textiles and how to use two-dimensional 
patterns in positive and negative space to construct three-
dimensional shape? The use of traditional Chinese wave 
pattern is one of the answers and it will be discussed in 
this project.

During my Master period I have worked with dy-
namic patterns used in interior space, which gives me 
a possibility to consider the material’s suitability in the 
space. The focus of this project is about dynamic view 
for interior public space such as hotel lobbies, libraries, 
restaurants, galleries where people have a possibility to 
communicate and have fun. The space is required for the 
aesthetic expression to infiltrate human emotional needs. 
This work focus on how the aesthetic expression can be 
presented as an interface for ‘Harmonious Storm’ in a 
hospitality-centred space, which is used for entertain-
ment, rest and communication.
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‘Harmonious Storm’ is a medium intended to change 
the atmosphere in the surrounding space. Textile as a 
key role in this decorative lamp presents the possible 
utility in this project. For this reason, it is important for 
me to identify the desirable feelings of its viewers and 
to then set goals that reinforce these feelings, especially 
in hospitality-centred places like hotel lobbies, libraries, 
restaurants, galleries, and thereby, determine how these 
features affect viewers’ overall feelings toward the total 
interior environment.

1.1 Physical environment
According to Bitner (1992) and Mattila(1999) ’s theo-
ries, the physical environment plays and important role 
in influencing customers’ behaviour. A similar standpoint 
can be seen elsewhere. Ching and Binggeli (2005) noted 
in their book that, ‘Space is a prime ingredient in the de-
signer’s palette and the quintessential element in interior 
design. Through the volume of space we not only move, 
we see forms, hear sounds, feel gentle breezes and the 
warmth of the sun, and smell the fragrances of flowers in 
bloom. Space inherits the sensual and aesthetic charac-
teristics of the elements in its field.’ 

 ‘Research by environmental psychologists suggests 
that people respond to the physical environment with 
one of two diametrically opposed types of behaviour. 
People are, to varying degrees, comfortable in a physical 
environment or they are uncomfortable. When people are 
comfortable, this creates approach behaviour. Customers 
who demonstrate approach behaviour are more likely to 
enter the hospitality outlet, stay and spend money; they 
may return and/or recommend the experience to others. 
When people are uncomfortable with a physical envi-
ronment, this caused avoidance behaviour,’ Bowie and 
Buttle (2004)  stated. Therefore the design of the interior 
environment should be aesthetically pleasing to the eye 
and other senses. With users taking over more of the de-
sign, designer must now focus more on users. How is the 

charming atmosphere created? Today’s interior public 
spaces are built in armored concrete and decorated by 
textiles. For example, First Hotel G’s stylish lounge (Fig-
ure 1) offers open views of the spectacular atrium, where 
were used a large number of fabrics in the hotel lobby. 
This modern design by the Italian artist Silvia Papas 
decorates the public place and creates a contemporary 
feel by using the ornamental cut patterns. 

‘The interaction of crafted objects or decorated surfaces 
with space provides the viewers or the inhabitants with 
visual clues about the environment, as well as visual 
cues about decorum: viewers can know what kind of 
behaviour is expected and what the space means. Fur-
nishings and dress, textile panels and clay pots, stained 
glass and gesso panels, all defined as craft or decora-
tive art, give architectural space, defined as high art, its 
character: without craft, architecture is empty and devoid 
of meaning,’ as show in Alfoldy and Helland’s (2008) 
book . Design presents the sustained exploration of the 
relationship of craft and architectural spaces. There is 
the same meaning in this project, which the relationship 
between the product and whole space it stands in should 
be considered deeply.

I. INTRODUCTION

1        Lounge of first hoteLs g
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21.2 Design questions 
With a large number of brands burgeoning, hospitality-
centred places are using their space to meet the needs of 
customers by balancing aesthetics and functions. Lots of 
interior public spaces tend to use concrete and tempered 
glass to emphasize modern style. Textile as a good 
partner plays an important role in the space. However, 
how to use it not only as a soft material, but as powerful 
energy in the space constitutes the topic in this project. 
How to use fabrics to invoke a harmonious feeling of the 
surrounding space and to create three-dimensional form 
by using patterns is quite interesting for me.  

1.3 Aim 
This project is concerned with the questions of how to 
create a dynamic design object. How to make a three-
dimensional form that supports the feeling of energy 
and at the same time to invoke a feeling of harmony in 
hospitality-centred places such a hotel lobbies, libraries, 
restaurants, galleries as well as to explore the possibility 
of textile. Therefore my contribution is the design of a 
decorative lamp to put in interior public places. Differ-
ent angles of the ‘Harmonious Storm’ are founded in 
abstract three-dimensional shapes using two-dimensional 
printed and cut patterns. The aim is to develop aesthetic 

aspects by using the concept of powerful water in spe-
cific interior public spaces and finds a good way to create 
dynamic view. In a practical way, the goal has been to 
find a way of exploring the three-dimensional phenom-
enon by cutting textiles in order to gather information 
about different kinds of cutting, printing, finishing 
techniques. In addition, artificial light and shadow are 
used as communicative medias to enhance the dynamic 
feeling.

The main idea of this thesis discusses patterns in three 
dimensions by using textile and exploring textile poten-
tial, how we as viewers are affected by looking at the 
textile decorative lamp. In my opinion, this discussion is 
essential in the progress of achieving a more attractive 
object in a hospitality-centred space. The requirement 
on textiles in public spaces is that they must have flame 
retardant, which is an important property for the final 
product. This has to be achieved, but I also have to treat 
the aesthetic expression as an equally important demand. 
By working with the aesthetics of the environment the 
whole space shows that my design completely retains 
competitive strength. In a further perspective, I hope that 
by eliminating as many potential problems as I can, I 
was able to promote the value of my design. 

This chapter divided into three parts, the first one 
discussed contemporary public interior space. Secondly, 
water and the symbol of water in China as the inspira-
tions were searched. The third one is what kind of tech-
niques I can use in this project. 

2.1 Public interior space  (hospitali-
ty-centred places)
I focus on public interior space. According to Ching and 
Binggeli (2005) sayings, public interior design influences 
the shape of users’ activities. Meanwhile design inspires 
people’s idea that is according to people’s actions. Users’ 
outlook, mood and personality are affected by design. 
The main aim of interior design is functional improve-
ment, aesthetic enrichment, and psychological enhance-
ment of interior spaces. The aspects of interior design are 
functional, aesthetic and behavioural guidelines, which 
were thought over in my work in order to create three-
dimensional form. The requirements of interior design 
in Ching and Binggeli’s (2005) book are: ‘first: the 
intended function of the design must be satisfied and its 
purpose fulfilled. Second: a design should exhibit utility, 
honesty, and economy in its selection and use of materi-
als. Third: the design should be aesthetically pleasing to 
the eye and our other senses. Fourth: the design should 
project an image and promote associations that carry 
meaning for the people who use and experience it.’

This project relates to the discussion of the importance 
of aesthetics in the interior public space, and how to 
evoke people’s harmonious and powerful feeling at the 
same time. The stress of life reduced by using textile 
materials with harmonious patterns in an interior envi-
ronment. 

2.1.1 In-depth look at hotel lobbies

‘Design and uniqueness is a major driving force behind 
the growth of  [hotels]. Design features favoured by 
participants of [research] include unique interior archi-
tecture, unique buildings and unique pieces of furniture. 
Existing operators should consider the use of unique 
interior architecture and unique pieces of furniture when 
refurbishing their properties.’ Aggett suggested (2007).

Hotels are environments where customers are living for 
one or several days. Generally it’s required that hotel 
should be clean and comfortable. I visited the hotels in 
Boras, Gothenburg and Madrid to take photos and speak 
to the people in the hotel lobbies. The materials in the 
hotel must be fire-proofed. Hotel lobby is one of the 
busiest public places in a hotel. Furthermore, the lobby is 
one place where visitors are expected to wait and enjoy 
because of different reasons. It could be that costumers 
wait for their rooms or wait for someone to meet with or 
have a rest and have a cup of coffee and so on (Figure 2).

II. Literature Review
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People who were involved in this investigation ex-
pressed their points of view about hotels lobbies. Their 
responses were expressed as follows:

‘I like to stay in the lobby that’s a little different from the 
ordinary one.’
‘The service is more personal and friendly.’
‘Comfort and design are two important aspects for me.’
‘Pleasant atmosphere, good customer service, good loca-
tion.’
‘Efficient lobby’
‘Over ambience, personal attention.’
‘Privacy and cosy is important.’
‘Designed hotel lobby is interesting. I will feel some-
thing new, impressive and unique.’
‘Easy to clean.’
‘More decorative and fashionable style is attractive’
‘I need some public space to meet my friends in hotel 
where should quite.’

Therefore, design should fulfil the demands of custom-
ers. ‘New, impressive, unique, friendly, comfortable, 
efficient, personal attention, convenient’ are some of the 
key words for the design in interior space. These facets 
influence my work as well.

2.1.2 Three dimensional forms by using 
cut patterns from contemporary de-
signer

Nowadays, more and more delicate patterns are used to 
create spaces. ‘A basic pattern, that forms a link between 
unequal parts despite all obvious differences also seems 
to connect art and design with each other. Such design 
elements do not lend themselves to being subsumed 
under the concept of ornamentation any longer. It is 
not a question of individual forms of adornment but of 
the repetition of technical details, which determine the 
construction of the facades and the interior spaces of the 

buildings. The elements used are integral constituents 
of the design,’ Wollheim (2005) stated . Pattern as an 
important design element using to create forms is not in-
frequent any more. However how do patterns be used in 
products? How do textiles be cut to create novel design 
by using patterns? Some examples from contemporary 
designers show as follow: 

 ‘Until Dawn’ (Figure 3) can be used as a curtain, 
screen, or wall hanging designed by Tord Boontje (2004) . 
These detailed flora and fauna panels play with daylight 
creating appealing shadows in any environment. Tord 
Boontje is interested in past epoch’s art and crafts and 
transferred them with new techniques for contemporary 
interior decoration. He explored a new way to redefine 
the word ‘modern’, which break restrictions of minimal-
ism. His design inspired me to consider an innovative 
way to express modern with traditional technology. 
The material that used in ‘Until Dawn’ is Tyvek, a very 
strong paper-like synthetic material.

2

3

2        Different kinD of hoteLs in sweDen anD spain

3        untiL Dawn (photography by annabeL eLston)
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The Belgian artist Wim Delvoye (2002) is a neo-concep-
tual artist known for his creative objects. He evokes a way 
of making art that overthrows the definition of beauty. 
Decorations for him are a sign of beauty and terror. There 
are no limitations between beauty and terror. One of his 
projects is a series of caterpillars. (Figure 4) He made 
caterpillars using laser cut steel, which is decorated all 
over with engraved webs of tendrils. In my point of view, 
it shows temper force and mercy at the same time. The 
object (such as excavator, mixer) with strong energy can 
also be quite exquisite and fascinating. 

The art wall was made by Dale Jones-Evans Architects 
(2003)  in Surry Hills (Figure 5). As protection against 
the burning Australian sun, they developed an outer 
sunscreen made of rusty steel elements. The building acts 
as a sign – it is both art and architecture and a public art 
space. The composure of the sign, screen and sculptural 
base are shaped to reinforce and amplify the corner and 
put life back into the public domain. This art wall used 
two-dimensional patterns to create the space and there are 
Chinese influences in the pattern. This is a fantastic ap-
proach that combines the cut pattern within the space. 

Mia Pearlman’s (2008)  cut-paper ‘INRUSH’ (Figure 6) 
is a fantastic, cyclonic structure which utilizes daily light 
as the light source. It’s the one of her paper installations. 
She makes site-specific cut paper installations, brief draw-
ings in both two and three dimensions that blur the bound-
ary between actual and imagined space. According to her 
own words that ‘Extremely sculptural and often glowing 
with natural or artificial light, these imaginary weather 
systems appear frozen in an ambiguous moment, bursting 
through or hovering within a room.’

‘The Nomadic Wonderland (Figure 7, Hur 2010 ) project 
is a modular system of textile pieces that can be connected 
and re-connected to create any number of new unique 
pieces of clothing or interior accessories. All the while, in 
doing this, promoting sustainable design,’ described from 
Yanko Design (2010). Nomadic Wonderland was designed 
by Eunsuk Hur who graduated from Saint Martins School 
of Art and Design in London with a degree in design for 
Textile Futures. Each piece of Nomadic Wonderland can 
be reassembled by its users. It’s a playful experimentation. 
Designer explored multifunction and sustainable design 
by use cut patterns, which stand for a high decorative 
function as well.

4

5

6

7

4        CaterpiLLar no.1
5        the art waLL (photography by pauL gosney & trevor Mein)
6        inrush (top DetaiL)
7        noMaDiC wonDerLanD



52..2 Water & symbol of water
The sources of all life are air, earth, fire and water. The 
Chinese character representing water is: ‘水’. Chinese 
characters are hieroglyphic. The shape of the character is 
made by graphical figures. With the evolution of Chinese 
characters: ‘水’ changed several times. Li (1997) wrote 
more details about evolution of Chinese characters in his 
book. The evolution of Chinese characters: ‘水’ shows 
below:

 

During the period of Jia Gu Wen1 (Oracle Bone Inscrip-
tions) the Chinese character for water was ‘     ’ : the 
middle of character is like the river, the side of charac-
ter like stream. It’s a simple and clear way to represent 
water. On the other hand, the development of the water 
symbol cannot be detached from Taoism. ‘The highest 
Good is like water. Water gives life to the ten thousand 
things and does not strive. It flows in places men reject 
and so is like the Tao. […] No fight. No blame,’ from 
Tao Te Ching, chapter 8, by Lao Tsu. Taoism presents 
harmony when it talks about water. From 476BC water 
pattern had been developed and used in different decora-
tions (Figure 8, Figure 9).

Application of water pattern

‘Certain types of decoration, and in particular certain 
types of dragon and phoenix, were at one time supposed 
to be confined to Imperial wares. The dragon in Chinese 
mythology is the lord of the skies and the beneficent 
bringer of rain,’ Garner (1973) describes. The Chinese 
word ’Long Juan Feng’ which means cyclone shows a 
dragon coiled around a storm. Dragon in Chinese culture 
is the representation of emperor and brings water to the 
land (Figure 10). The water pattern that I used in my 
design is also used in expression of dragon’s squama. To 
some extent, the decorative lamp resembles the feeling 
of ‘Long Juan Feng’. 

To illustrate, the pictures showed below are Qing dy-
nasty Stone carving wall (Figure 11) and Ming Dynasty 
Glazed Porcelain Bowl (Figure 12). The Stone carving 
wall was made during the Ming Dynasty, which was 
renowned for the vivid billow pattern. The configuration 
of the wave is magnificent and gorgeous in China, which 
described by Li (2008) . The wall was used in the royal 
palace. It was the symbol of authority several hundred 
years ago. The exterior of the procelain bowl is painted 
with dragons striding and clouds above a turbulent sea, 
base with Qianlong seal mark from Qing Dynasty. Both 
of them are the typical Chinese style.  

The element of water used in Chinese porcelain ‘Blue 
and white’ was one of the main inspirations for the cut 
pattern in this project. This kind of wave pattern symbol-
izes happiness and luck. ‘Painting on porcelain in under 
glaze cobalt blue making what we call ‘blue and white’ 
has been the most widespread of all forms of ceramic 
decoration,’ Beurdeley (1972) pointed out. The dish 
(Figure 13) is decorated in underglaze blue with wave 
patterns that are repeated, which expresses a peaceful 
atmosphere. Another one is a pear-shaped vase (Figure 
14). It shows water with lotus, also decorated in under-
glaze blue. Both of them present the calm and pleased 
feeling in ancient China.

8-9       Chinese originaL wave pattern for DeCorations

12        Ming Dynasty gLazeD porCeLain bowL

10        Chinese water Dragon

13        wave pattern Dish

11        Qing Dynasty stone Carving waLL

14        pear-shapeD vase DeCorats with waver pattern

8 9

11

12

13 14

 1. Jia Gu Wen: the definition comes from Arts & Virtue Chinese calligraphy website (2010)
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62.3 Techniques
This project indicates the use of printing, laminating, 
cutting, construction and light source into textiles to see 
which role the aesthetic expression will gain in the inte-
rior public space as well as how the decorative lamp can 
be used as a bridge between the visitors and space.

2.3.1 Digital printing

Compared to screen printing, digital printing as a new 
technique has developed in the field of textile with high 
speed. ‘Direct inkjet sampling cut out long, expensive 
and complex industrial processes. Full preparation of 
colour-separated positives or screens, and printing of 
fabrics in huge print rooms, was no longer necessary. 
Register between screens and colour control were no 
longer a problem. Inkjet sampling gave the designer 
direct control over the appearance of the design on 
fabric, without reinterpretation by separation artists. 
Last-minute decisions could be made as little as a few 
hours before presentation, or even during presentation, 
and there was no waste of screens prepared for unsold 
designs,’ Nicoll (2006)  describes.

With the development of digital printing, it can be used 
on both nature fabrics and synthetic fabrics. Generally, 
there are two methods of digital printing in textiles: 
Direct Digital prints and Digital Heat Transfer printing. 
‘Direct Digital Prints to fabric ideal for Cottons, Syn-
thetics such as Nylon, and even Polyester. The Direct 
process uses a pretreated fabric which is then steamed 
and finished to ensure great color fastness. Digital Heat 
Transfer Printing by printing a mirror image of one’s 
design to a special paper, the digital printing company 
is able to apply a certain amount of heat and pressure to 
transfer the image over to customers’ specified Polyes-
ter,’ the company ‘Advanced Digital Textiles’ (2010) 
indicated. In the project, the technique of digital printing 
was used on PES non-woven fabrics.

2.3.2 Laser cutting of textiles

In this project, I cut the fabrics by myself. However in 
production, I would prefer that it could print by laser-cut. 
In my previous project, I made patterns by using laser-
cut machine. I went to a company called ‘Industri Textil 
Job’. The laser-cut machine there was very useful. The 
possibilities of laser-cut machine on textiles are accord-
ing to ‘Laser cutting Shapes’ (2010) company:
Lasers are able to cut complicated shapes with lots of 
details and the edges of most fabrics can be sealed that 
avoid loosing yarns and make the edges complete better. 
On the other hand, it is difficult to cut elaborate shapes 
by scissors or blades. However repeatable clean cuts 
with laser cutting can cut patterns precisely. Lasers offer 
exact cuts no matter how many pieces. In terms of size 
of fabrics, laser cutting can cut 51” wide and endless 
lengths limited only by the length of fabrics.

2.3.3 Light source

I tested halogen bulbs in this project (Figure 15, Figure 
16). ‘A halogen lamp is an incandescent lamp with a 
tungsten filament contained within an inert gas and a 
small amount of a halogen such as iodine or bromine. 
This gives it a higher efficacy (10–30 lm/W). It also 
gives light of a higher colour temperature compared to 
a non-halogen incandescent lamp. Alternatively, it may 
be designed to have perhaps twice the life with the same 
or slightly higher efficacy. Because of their smaller size, 
halogen lamps can advantageously be used with optical 
systems that are more efficient,’ shows on Wikipedia  
(2010). 

Aesthetic expression for the prototypes is unlimited. But 
the textile techniques will not be completely mastered 
before starting this project. The techniques in question 
are cutting, printing, coating, and treatments. In what 
way, combinations of the techniques will be used is to 
be decided during the design process. Delimitations of 
digital printing of textiles: ‘Colorant type is still limited 
compared to screen printing. Inkjet printers cannot use 
flocks, glitters or devore techniques yet. Fabric variety 
is still quite limited,’ which described in Ujiie’s (2006)  

book. Delimitations of laser-cut on textiles: The burned 
edges will be yellowish when you cut the natural fabrics 
such as cotton. Laser-cut takes long time if you want to 
cut delicate patterns with long lengths. In my experience, 
if the pattern or the distance between two patterns is 
smaller than five mm it would not be easy to get exactly 
shapes. Due to the limitation of time and less of the 
knowledge about the light source, I just tried the halogen 
bulb.

III. Delimitations

15 16

15        heLogen buLb

16        LaMp hoLDers whiCh useD in prototype



7IV. Method

In prior research of design dynamic view (Project of 
Lamp with dynamic pattern, 2009), I had studied pat-
terns and forms developed by using cut textiles. The 
methodology for evaluation design, getting to know 
the users and exploring design process that benefit 
from design method. The method that had been used in 
this project was experimental and practical (including 
literature searching, interviewing, defining variables, 
visual metaphors, combining available variables, apply-
ing the best variable in prototype, investigating viewer 
behaviour and testing requirements which enabled me to 
modify the prototype). 

4.1 Literature searching & inter-
viewing
Robert Gordon university library (2006)  website ex-
plains that ‘A literature search is a detailed and organ-
ised, step by step search for all available aspects in this 
project. A well-structured literature search is the most ef-
fective and efficient way to locate sound evidence on the 
subject you are researching. Evidence may be found in 
books, journals, government documents and the internet.’ 
Interviewing is an essential part in the research, which is 
an efficient technique for information gathering.
In Chapter 2 it was indicated what I did and how I 
performed the literature search and interviews for this 
project. 

4.2 Define variables & Visual meta-
phors
Inspiration, design patterns, sketch, material, construc-
tion of the decorative lamp are used to progress and 
structure the design procedure. Literature searching 
showed different possibilities of my work.

4.2.1 Inspiration

Water stands for susceptibility, sensitivity and impas-
siveness. The element of water can both symbolise calm-
ness and peace and the reverse, turbulence and surge. 
Whirlpool as the representation of turbulence brings the 
motion tendency, which leads to the dynamic feeling. 
Dynamic view is needed in this project, which attracted 
people into the space. As the saying goes, water support-
ing a ship can also upset it. Water has two different kinds 
of characteristics. One is calm, and another is turbulent. 
When it represents femininity, it shows us a calm feeling 
like ripples, still pond and peaceful sea (Figure 17, 18, 
19). When it is turbulent, it gives us powerful impres-
sions such as whirlpool, billow and storm (Figure 20, 21, 
22). In this project, the design presented both peaceful 
and powerful feelings in one object. In this project, the 
design tends to present both peaceful and powerful feel-
ings in one object. The shape of the storm was consid-
ered from the beginning. It is quite movable, dynamic 
and powerful.

4.2.2 Sketch

The sketching part resulted in tryouts in a variety of 
techniques such as drawing with different pencils and 
moulding shapes with materials of paper and fabrics 
(cotton, silk, polyester). The designer has to keep in 
mind that the objects should be three-dimensional when 
designing the expression of artefacts for the public envi-
ronment. Some sketches have been done to create 
three-dimensional form. In this project the needs in focus 
are the emotional needs of feeling powerful and harmo-
nious. I caught the traditional Chinese patterns of wave 
to create this kind of feeling. The form was inspired by 
storm (Figure 25-28).

 

17

20

18

21

19

22

17        rippLe 20        whirLpooL

18        stiLL ponD 21        biLLow

22        storM19        peaCefuL sea
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23

25

26

29 30

27 28

24

23        whirLpoLL in a Cup

24-28    sketChes of the storM

29-30    sketChes of renDering in CoMputer

In order to get the feeling of water, several images were 
tested and printed on different kind of fabrics. How to 

combine the printed pattern and cut pattern was dis-
cussed and tested in the design process. 
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31        sketCh of LaMp

31



104.2.3 Cut pattern & Model 

Paper Cutting is a traditional type of paper cutting 
design. I used this traditional technique in textile design, 
which is an appropriate way to play with shadow and 
light. Like Chinese calligraphy expression, single Chi-
nese characters are often used to describe certain mean-
ing or representation (Tam, 2000) . The patterns that I 
cut in this project represent harmonious and powerful 
billows. They are also a part of an emblem of the 

imperial power in the Qing dynasty. The basic cutting is 
generally two-dimensional (Figure 32) but I folded dif-
ferent layers into a three-dimensional storm form of the 
fabric (Figure 33-37). I made different models and put 
the bulb inside to simulate the environment. The project 
references traditional Chinese water patterns, combined 
with new technology of laser cutting therefore melding 
the past with the present. 

32

32        sketChes of Cut pattern on both paper anD fabriCs
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33

36

34

37

38

35

33        first paper MoDeL

34        paper MoDeL

35        renDering in CoMputer

36        MoDeL MaDe of Cotton

37        both Cotton anD paper MoDeL

38        spiraL fraMe MoDeL



124.2.4 Printed pattern & Textile materials

Screen print (Figure 39): Initially the idea was to use the 
abstract water pattern print. However, after combining 
with the cut pattern the feeling of water decreased be-
cause of fewer details of the printed pattern (Figure 40). 
Then I made the real water pattern which had a clearer 
and more detailed texture than the former one (Figure 
41).

Digital print: I tried to print and coat on different textile 
materials to see the different possibilities. The digital 
printed pattern on both silk and cotton is quite clear but 
the colour is not as good as when printed on polyester. I 
tested to coat the fabrics with different chemical to make 
them stiff. However, after cutting them lots of parts fell 
down because the fabrics were not stiff enough. There-
fore I continued to explore the material and print on non-
woven polyester. The result was much better. Polyester 
Non-woven fabric takes a key part in this project. It has 
sheet or web structures bonded together by entangling 
fibres, which are flat, porous sheets made directly from 
separate fibres. I tested different grams of non-woven 
PES: 60g, 80g, 150g. The patterns were printed by a 
digital printer. 

I tested the digital print on natural fabrics in the Swedish 
school of Textiles, which had to be pre-treated (Figure 
42). And then I develop the water pattern to make it 
more colourful and romantic, which blurred the line 
between reality and fantasy (Figure 43). I tested transfer 
printing on 80g and 150g PES fabrics (Figure 44-46) 
in the school as well. But the final pieces of prototype I 
printed in ‘Tobex’ company and used 150g PES fabric. 
Because of the needs of stiffness.

4.2.5 Laminate

I laminated 80g Non-woven PES. with 150g Non-woven 
PES. in order to make fabrics more stiff. There were two 
kind of laminate to be tested in Jirotex AB. Finally the 
second method (Test of laminate 2) was chosen because 
it is flatter than the first one after heating. The pictures as 
below:

39 40

42 43

44

45

46

41

43        DeveLopeD reaL water pattern39        sCreen print on Cotton

44        DigitiaL print on poLyester40        sCreen print on poLyester.
45        DigitiaL print on 80g poLyester41          reaL water pattern

46        DigitiaL print on 150g poLyester42        DigitaL print on siLk

Test of Laminate 1:
Oven temperature: 130 °C
Glue: Copolyester 1GB
Melting range: 120/135 °C 

Test of Laminate 2:
Oven temperature: 100 °C
Glue: Copolyester 9D8
Melting range: 85/95 °C 
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4.2.6 Frame of the prototype

In order to create the shape of the storm I worked with 
the frame for a long time. I tested three kinds of frames, 
which look as follows: (one circle frame, three circles 
frame, spiral frame). (Figure 48)

One circle frame (Figure 49)

In the beginning, I used one big circle to make the frame 
and tried to connect every pieces of fabric by transparent 
yarns. However the shape was not good enough to make 
the storm form (Figure 50). On the other hand, owing to 
neglecting the size of the cut patterns when transferring 
the small model into one by one scale, some parts of the 
fabric fell down. (Figure 51)

47

50

51 52

49

48

48            three kinDs of fraMe of prototype

47            sketCh with Cut anD printeD patterns

49            one CirCLe fraMe

50-51        1:1 MoDeL of one CriCLe fraMe

52            the proCess of Cutting fabriCs



14Three circle frame (Figure 53)

Subsequently I tried to use three circles to make the 
frame, but it was too loose to connect with the fabrics 
and some parts subsided (Figure 54, Figure 55). I had to 
modify the distance constantly, redid some pieces and 

thought about how to connect every single piece and 
how to attach the fabrics on the frame (Figure 56). Thus, 
I reconsidered the frame. 

53

54

56

55
53            three CirLCLe fraMe

54-55        1:1 MoDeL of three CirCLe fraMe

56            Making porCess of three CirCLe fraMe
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Spiral frame (Figure 60)

Finally, a construction of the spiral frame was quite 
suitable to combine with the cut pattern. The con-
struction of the spiral frame followed the trail of the 
whirlpool from the top to the bottom (Figure 57-59).
There are a lot of small half circles attached to the 
spiral construction. The shape of the half circle is 
similar to the cut pattern which made them easier to 
combine and play an important role in holding the 
fabrics. The material of the frame is light-weight 
steel. I used transparent yarns to connect each loops.  
Each piece combined more vividly connecting with 
the frame, which seems to be a part of the decorative 
lamp. 

60

59

58-59        sketChes of spiraL fraMe

57            Drawing of whirLpooL

60            the DetaiLs of spiraL fraMe

58

57

Small half circle
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I decided to use 150g fabric and laminate it with 80g 
PES Non-woven fabrics because of the needs of stiff-
ness. Due to the temperature requirement (printing needs 
160℃, laminating needs 100℃), I did the printing 
before laminating. Both of fabrics are fire proofed. After 
laminating the shape could be created much better. The 
fabrics I got from Cordgarn AB and printed in Tobex. 
For the laminating process I did it in Jirotex AB (Figure 

61, Figure 62). I ordered the spiral frame from Tråd & 
Form i Mark AB.
I am very grateful to them for their help. 

The width and length of each piece is 60cm and 200cm. 
The cut patterns are almost similar in each piece (Figure 
63). Totally, there are 9 cut pieces in this lamp.

61

62

63

61-62        LaMinating porCess in Jirotex ab
63            DigitaL printeD fabriCs in tobex

4.3 Combine available variables & Apply the best variable in prototype
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This is a description of the development of the prototype 
in scale one by one. I drew the patterns on the backside 
firstly and then cut them (Figure 64, Figure 65). Most 
cutting pieces were following the trail and attached to 

the frame (Figure 68, Figure 69). Every cut pattern was 
similar. The shape of the half circle looked like wave 
and held the fabrics easily. I cut the small figures on the 
pieces to connect the fabric and half circles (Figure 70). 

64

67

69 7068

65

66

67-69        proCess of Making the instaLLation64        Draw the patterns on baCksiDe of fabriCs

70             DetaiL of ConneCting part of fabriC anD fraMe65        Cutting patterns

66        one pieCe of the instaLLation



184.3.1 Light & Shadow

‘I would say the lighting of a property is critical in establishing 
a first impression, particularly in the lobby,’ Neville (2007)  men-
tions, architectural lighting designer for Newcomb & Boyd Light-
ing Design Group. ‘There is a psychological aspect to drawing 
people into the space.’ 

Light travels in straight lines and comes from a light source. In this 
project ordinary light bulbs were used. Shadows are made when 
light is blocked. I placed the bulb in different positions of the lamp 
to see how its shadow would affect the space. I tested the position 
of top, middle and bottom (Figure 71-73). In this decorative lamp, 
the light goes through the pattern holes that I cut and the shape 
of the shadow is created simultaneously. In terms of the scale, I 
placed three bulbs illuminates evenly, which lighten both inside and 
outside. In my opinion, there are two functions of the light. One is 
lightening the lamp itself. Another is lightening the surrounding. 
Both of them have significance. When the space is quite bright the 
light source can be considered as a supplement of the lamp adding 
elegant value. When the environment is relatively dark the shadow 
will occur which releases the power of the lamp (Figure 75).

71

72

73

74

75
71        Light was put on the top of the instaLLation

72        Light was put in the MiDDLe of the instaLLation

73        Light was put at the bottoM of the instaLLation

74        the bLue buLb was useD in the instaLLation

75        whoLe spaCe with shaDow of the LaMp
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The viewers’ feedbacks went through the whole proc-
esses. Particularly when viewer actions serve as implicit 
feedback about the decorative lamp, it is important to 
know how thoroughly viewers evaluate the presented 
results. I hung the prototype in our building for almost 
two months and got many feedbacks from friends, class-
mates, teachers and professors even strangers. During 
that time I had continued to modify the prototype almost 
every week. This is a gradual process. Some parts of the 
viewer’s feedback shows as follows:

‘Wow they look amazing! Is it made in fabric? Lazer 
cut? What kind of light source do you use? Low energy?’ 
‘It’s good for hotels, restaurants, galleries. You can put it 
in entertainment and hospitality spaces.’
‘It looks nice but it looks quite fragile.’
‘Oh, cyclone.’

‘How to produce it?’
‘The bulb is too shiny which decreases the attention of 
the whole lamp.’
‘Some part of the lamp is mass. It’s not motional 
enough.’
…

I concluded the feedbacks from the viewers. After dis-
cussed with tutor and professor I modified some part of 
the patterns to get more clear effect (Figure 79-81) and 
put the small cover outside the bulb in order to hide the 
glaring light source that caught the attention of people 
too much (Figure 76, Figure 77).

76 77 78

79 80 81

76-77        Cover of the buLb

78            DetaiLs of Cut pattern

79-81        porCess of MoDifing

4.4 Getting feedback from viewers & Modify the prototype



20V. Result

82        fabriC saMpLe pieCe 
83        Cut saMpLe pieCe 
84        Differnt angLes of view with externaL Light 
85        Differnt angLes of view with internaL Light

After finishing this project I realize that to look for 
new products and new designs is not only work for the 
designers, but also for the people in charge of the fabrics, 
machines and so on. Often the design you imagine in the 
beginning but you may get a different result in reality. 
  

One of the valuable aspects of ‘Harmonious Storm’ is 
that I can determine how the displayed results are actu-
ally viewed. This three-dimensional lamp looks like it is 
full of power, at the same time giving it a very delicate 
look as well (Figure 85). I made all the fabric pieces for 
the project by hand. In interiors, textile changes its role 

as a soft covering to reveal its potential as a material for 
building three-dimensional shape by using two-dimen-
sional patterns. Inspiration of patterns based in Chinese 
water symbol. ‘Harmonious Storm’ reveals an attention 
to material craft, processes of making, and conceptual 
thinking in the public space. 

This decorative lamp can be flat packed. It is made of 
PES non-woven fabrics and is an expression of harmony 
and beauty, tapping also into a storm motif to evoke a 
powerful atmosphere.

sample piece cutted sample

82

84

85

83
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86        prototype

87        DetaiL of protorype

88        bottoM of prototype

86

87 88
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89-90        iMagine the prototype useD in Different environMent
91-92        exhibition in röhsska Museet

89

90

91 92
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‘Harmonious Storm’ is an idea design object. At the 
heart of ‘Harmonious Storm’ is a medium, which has 
enchanted and provoked enthusiastic and creative spirits 
to explore the potential of textiles. The aim of this work 
was to increase aesthetic value by using the concept of 
water in interior public spaces and found a good way to 
create dynamic view. Behind ‘Harmonious Storm’ there 
is the Chinese culture as one of the background tries to 
express energy and harmony at the same time. In order 
to do this, the first task was to investigate the public 
space where I wanted to change. And then according to 
people’s demands in the public space, the needs of calm 
and fresh came up. Moreover the existing design of dy-
namic view and how to achieve dynamic view by cutting 
had been investigated simultaneously. The study of using 
textiles to create three-dimensional was explored using 
visual metaphor, sketch and model making methods. 
During the design process it was necessary to discuss 
and modify constantly. 

‘Harmonious storm’ as a decorative lamp tends to 
express modern and dynamic tendency to create harmo-
nious environment. Nowadays, there is a strong demand 
for aesthetics and novel design in contemporary architec-
ture. This project was designed to determine the design 
elements viewers find attractive in special interior spaces 
such as hotel lobbies, galleries and how those elements 
constitute the parameters of beauty. The combination of 
classic and modern is an approach of design. I developed 
the traditional wave pattern and transformed them into 
form of storm in order to evoke people’s romantic im-
agine. The materials aesthetics come from analysing the 
qualities of the cut and printed pattern, and then has been 
translated into the three-dimensional figure. The exist-
ing design as the references was also important for me 
especially Pearlman’s artwork. Mia Pearlman’s cut paper 
work is one of the great influences on my project. 

She makes site-specific cut paper art, ephemeral draw-
ings in both two and three dimensions that blur the line 
between actual and imagined space. Her fixed cut paper 
work inspired me to create motion tendency by using 
EPS non-woven fabrics. It became a possibility to utilize 
the textiles building an enormous decorative lamp. 
Furthermore, light and shadow can be created by the 
cutting patterns. The cutting technique that I used in this 
project comes from the traditional technique. The pattern 
in my project, whether hollow-carved or not, is quite 
important. Meanwhile printed patterns and cut patterns 
can also achieve better effect while I put them together. 
The shadow extended the whole room to strengthen the 
harmonious feeling when the light was turned on. 

VI. Discussion & Conclusion

93-95        exhibition in röhsska Museet 

93 94

95

6.1 About Design idea and working process



24On the other hand, design method was quite important 
in the whole working process and is a guideline in the 
design process. They were literature searching, inter-
viewing, defining variables, visual metaphors, combining 
available variables, applying the best variable in proto-
type, investigating viewer behaviour and testing require-
ments which enabled me to modify the prototype. Each 
of them as a chain connected and fulfilled the main idea. 
They helped me to develop the result step by step. 

6.2 Recommendations
‘Harmonious utilizes each single piece as modular com-
ponents to create a scalable decorative lamp. The accu-
mulation of these pieces wrapped the frame and created 
a storm form. The storm is an object that all people can 
identify with. In this project, the object is contextualized 
to create playful light rather than to serve as an ordinary 
lamp. When the result came up I contacted Enrico Bres-
san who is an interior designer in America. He agreed 
that this decorative lamp was suitable for hotel lobbies, 
restaurants, galleries. The aesthetics and functionality 
are the first aspect to consider but the flammability is 
also important for the public space. He reminded me 
to explore sustainable developments. How could every 
piece of the lamp be reused after several years? This is 
an interesting theme for me that is worth considering. I 

took a part in the exhibition of fashion and textile design 
in Röhsska museet. During the time of exhibition, I got 
the feedbacks from viewers. In the marketing part, it’s 
better the scale of my design is flexible, which depends 
on the space. ‘Harmonious Storm’ can be made to fit the 
scale of almost any space just by adding or subtracting 
its modular elements. On the other hand, I designed one 
prototype by hand and how to produce it in the future: 
according to the final prototype, there are nine pieces 
to assemble the installation. The width of each piece is 
60cm. The length is 200cm. The frame is the same spiral 
shape that connected with the transparent yarns and is 
easy to fold and transport. The big decorative lamp can 
also be a small table lamp or pendant lamp. Using just 
one piece with the same printed and cut pattern to make 
a small interesting lamp is possible as well (Figure 96-
98).

‘Standards applied to textiles have risen even in their 
everyday employ,’ Uffelen (2009) stated.  The possibili-
ties of textile have developed rapidly. In terms of an 
environment of human life, textile plays a major role 
in the areas of architecture and interior design. Modern 
textile is no longer standing on softness at all. It is used 
in three-dimensional shape and light art nowadays. 
Therefore this project is one of the textile tryout in the 
three-dimensional realm of making space more attrac-
tive.

96

97 98

96        one singLe pieCe with ConnteCting points

97        sMaLL penDant LaMp (MoDeL) 
98        sMaLL tabLe LaMp (sketCh)
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SAMPLE OF THE FABRIC PIECE 

MATERIALS

NON-WOVEN, 100% Polyester,
80 gram, flame retardant (Cordgarn AB)

Light steel, diameter: 0.4mm Made in Tråd & Form i Mark AB 

Digital printing for Polyester with 120 ℃ (Tobex)
Laminate with 100 ℃ (Jirotex AB)
Glue: Copolyester 9D8(Melting rang: 85/95 ℃)

Digital printing for Polyester with 120 ℃ (Tobex)
Laminate with 100 ℃ (Jirotex AB)
Glue: Copolyester 9D8(Melting rang: 85/95 ℃)

NON-WOVEN, 100% Polyester,
150 gram, flame retardant (Cordgarn AB)

TECHNIQUES

Report number: 2010.8.5


